Development of a Novel Wearable Ring-Shaped Biosensor.
We report on the preliminary results obtained out of a wearable module designed to be encompassed within a ring-shaped system aimed at providing healthcare services. The module is composed of two sensors for the measuring of Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) and Heart Rate Variability (HRV). A first device validation was carried out by involving four subjects who were asked to perform tasks providing different stress-related statuses. A comparison of physiological parameters measured by the module with those measured by a commercial HRV-GSR sensor chosen as gold standard was made. Two out of the three HRV parameters and all of the GSR parameters measured with the module resulted consistent (mostly differing less than 10%) with the same parameters measured by the gold standard. The work reported in this paper set a milestone for the realization of a system exploiting sensor fusion to provide active ageing, stress detection, activity recognition and e-health services has been achieved.